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Chapter 5641
Charlie looked at the three gray-haired, aged old men in front of him, And couldn’t
help but look at Maria, who seemed to be childishly stubborn beside him, And was
a little misplaced for a moment. As the three old men were truly very old, And it
could also be seen through the limited contact that these three were all very
experienced and wise old men. However, in front of Maria, these three people were
like children who had been disciplined and educated by their parents, obeying her
every command. And even though Maria herself seemed to still be a child, Her
attitude towards these three old men was still as stern as if they were children,
Causing him to feel extraordinarily out of place. However, he still quickly put this
kind of dissonance behind him and said to the three very politely, “Three
gentlemen, please get up.” The three of them didn’t get up, but raised their heads
and looked at Maria in unison. Maria didn’t seem to be at all distressed by these
three old men kneeling on the ground, And nodded her head nonchalantly before
speaking, “Since Mr. Wade has said so, then all of you should get up.” Only then
did the three people help each other to stand up, Charlie wanted to go help, but
heard Maria beside him open her mouth to say, “Master don’t need to bother, they
can do it themselves.” Charlie nodded awkwardly and did not reach out again.
After the three of them got up, Charlie hurriedly said, “The three gentlemen should
hurry up and take the Rejuvenation Pill,” “After taking it, you will be greatly
improved.” The three people still did not say anything and looked at Maria together
again. Maria nodded slightly and said, “If Mr. Wade told you to take it, then you
should take it.” With that, she took out teapot from underneath the tea table and
said to the three of them, “Mr. Wade gifted you with the Rejuvenation Pill, so I’ll
give you a cup of tea.” After saying that, she poured three cups of golden-red tea
for the three people from the pot of boiling tea, and said, “This tea is made from
the tea cake of the mother of Pu Cha,” “From the time when you were children,
whatever you wanted, I had never been stingy,” “Only this tea, I really didn’t want
to give it to you,” “So today it will be the icing on the cake for the three of you.”
When the three of them heard this, they were stunned speechless. No one had
expected that in this pot, Maria was cooking the tea cake that was the mother of all
Pu Cha. They had grown up beside her since they were children, And knew that
Maria was a keen tea drinker, and also knew that her most important treasure was
not the valuable antiques, Nor was it the endless wealth, but rather the Mother of



Pu Cha that was less and less when she drank a mouthful of it. To Maria, the
significance of this tea cake was extraordinary, and could not be replaced by
anything else in this world. Therefore, all along, she never shared the Mother of Pu
Cha with anyone, Charlie being the only exception. Seeing the three people’s
shocked appearance, Maria smiled faintly and spoke, “What are you still standing
there for? Quickly take the pills given to you by Mr. Wade,” “Then sit down and
drink a cup of tea and go back to rest early.” When the three people heard this, they
immediately nodded their heads smilingly, The three people were about to serve
the Rejuvenation Pill, Larry suddenly remembered something, and opened his
mouth to ask, “Mr. Wade, there is one thing that I have the audacity to ask you to
teach ……” Charlie said, “Please speak, Mr. Qiu.” Larry said, “Mr. Wade just said
that one Rejuvenation Pill can prolong your life for twenty years,” “Can half of it
prolong your life for ten years?” Charlie nodded, “Yes.” Larry immediately
rejoiced, his eyes glanced at Maria warping tea cake with a tea knife, Respectfully
said, “Miss, I want to borrow your tea knife to use it ……”

Chapter 5642
Maria asked him curiously “You want to give half of the elixir to your wife?”
“Yes!” Larry nodded his head and said “She and I have been together for nearly
seventy years,” “And now she’s on her last legs, so she doesn’t have a few more
years left,” “If I extend my life by twenty years, I really can’t bear the thought of
living alone for so long ……” Maria nodded “You have shared a life together, you
really can’t just look after yourself.” After saying that, she handed the tea knife to
Larry. He received the tea knife and quickly thanked her, and was about to separate
the pills on the spot. Charlie spoke at this time, “Mr. Qiu doesn’t need to bother.”
Larry was slightly stunned and subconsciously looked at Charlie. Charlie had
already taken out another Rejuvenation Pill and handed it to Larry, saying, “This
one is for your wife, please pass it on for me.” The moment these words came out,
not only Larry’s jaw dropped, but even Maria was stunned. She never thought that
Charlie would be able to take out another valuable Rejuvenation Pill and give it to
Larry’s wife, whom he had never met. The few times Charlie had come to this
Mountain Manor, Larry’s wife had taken the initiative to avoid suspicion with the
others and had never met Charlie. And this was the first time that Charlie had given
the Rejuvenation Pill to a stranger that he had never met. The reason why he



wanted to do this was also entirely because he was grateful to Maria for saving his
life. These three old men in front of him were all orphans that Maria had raised, As
for Larry’s wife, it was thought that she should also be someone that Maria trusted
more, Charlie always felt that Maria had given him a magical ring, saved his life,
And this favor was so big that she didn’t even know how to return it, So he was a
little more generous to the people around Maria as well. In Charlie’s opinion, the
kindness of a drop of water is reciprocated by a spring, And with Maria’s saving of
his own life, not to mention a few Rejuvenation Pills, There was no harm in letting
himself make a furnace of Rejuvenation Pills specifically for them. At this time,
Larry, although his heart was shocked and excited, But did not dare to take the
medicine under his hand without authorization, So he could only look at Maria,
waiting for her consent. Although Larry didn’t know why Charlie was so kind to
the three of them, And even his own wife, he knew one thing clearly in his heart,
That all of this was definitely not because of them but must be because of his own
young lady. In other words, the reason why Charlie was so generous was purely
because of his own young lady’s face. As for them, they were originally raised by
Maria, and were already grateful to her, So how could they dare to consume
Maria’s face for their own benefit at this moment? Therefore, whether or not this
Rejuvenation Pill can be collected depends on whether or not their own young lady
will allow it. Maria looked deeply at Charlie, her heart was inevitably touched,
And then she said to Larry, “Mr. Wade has some good intentions,” “So don’t
hesitate to shirk them, kneel down on behalf of your wife to thank Mr. Wade for
the blessing!” Larry was overjoyed, and hurriedly knelt down again, and said
piously, “Thank you for the blessings of Mr. Wade!” Charlie had no choice but to
let him kneel, and then handed the pills into his hands, saying, “Mr. Qiu, quickly
get up and take the medicine!” Only then did Larry slowly get up, looking at each
other with the two old fellows beside him, The three of them simultaneously put a
Rejuvenation Pill into their mouths. The magic of the Pill was once again
manifested to the fullest. The bodies of these three people were all undergoing a
drastic change of turning back the clock at an extremely high speed. As Maria
watched these three people gradually turn from old to much younger, her eyes
couldn’t help but fill with tears. As she had said, after the end of World War II, She
had not continued to adopt orphans because it was becoming increasingly difficult
for her to evade the pursuit of Victoria. Speaking of which, Larry and the others
should be the only remaining fruits of the orphans she had adopted. If the three of



them passed away, Maria would enter a state of true loneliness, And it could be a
loneliness that lasted for a hundred years and could not be reversed until her death.
Therefore, although she had been acting very blandly towards the three, She
already had a few feelings of dependence in her heart. The fact that these three
people can live for twenty more years signifies that her loneliness will be
correspondingly reduced by twenty years.

Chapter 5643
When Maria was touched by what Charlie had done, Charlie said very seriously to
the three old men. “Gentlemen, this time taking the Rejuvenation Pill, the life
expectancy of the three of you will be more than a hundred years old,” “In order to
not let the outside world get suspicions, Mr. Qiu might as well go and invest in a
medical research institution,” “So that when the outside world questions why you
don’t grow old,” “You mention the investments and it could be considered to be a
justifiable explanation.” Without thinking, Larry said “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade,” “I
will definitely invest in a few businesses and organizations.” Charlie nodded and
said to Ethan, “Mr. Sun is in a high position,” “And he suddenly had such a
change, he should also pay attention to it,” “So as not to cause too many people’s
suspicions.” Ethan said without thinking “Mr. Wade, I have decided,” “No longer
return to capital, in the future, I will stay at the side of the Miss.” Old Zhang also
smiled and said “I have been following Miss,” “There is almost no contact with the
outside world, relatively speaking it will be safer.” Charlie nodded and said with a
smile “The three of you prepare in advance,” “The next time you take the
Rejuvenation Pill, maybe the three of you will have to start going incognito.” Now
that these three people were all in their nineties,” “If they took the Rejuvenation
Pill one more time,” “Their lifespan could be one hundred and fifty years,” “And at
that time, it would definitely trigger the world’s attention. And Charlie’s words
made these three people’s hearts excited beyond measure. They originally thought
that for Charlie to be able to give them a Rejuvenation Pill was already a blessing
and creation for several lifetimes, But they didn’t expect that Charlie had even
planned a second Rejuvenation Pill for them! Maria was also overjoyed at this
moment, and hurriedly said to the three of them, “Quickly, quickly thank Mr. Wade
for giving you another blessing!” Charlie waved his hand and hurriedly said,
“Forget it, thanking once is enough,” “I can’t stand it if you keep thanking me so



much.” As soon as the words fell, the three old men excitedly said in unison again,
“Thank you, Mr. Wade, for the blessing!!!” Charlie was helpless and was at a loss
of what to say when he suddenly received a call from Issac. Charlie signaled to
several people before answering the phone, And Issac said on the other end of the
phone, “Young Master, the Boeing 777 that you are monitoring has taken off from
Buenos Aires again!” Charlie’s brows instantly furrowed, and he asked, “Where
did the other party apply for the route?” Issac said, “The route is the same as
before, flying to Australia first.” Charlie’s heart instantly tightened. He did not
know that at this moment, it was morning in Buenos Aires, Argentina, And
Victoria, who had not left the compound for many years, Now using the
ultra-long-range Boeing 777 private jet, she was intending to travel to Myanmar.
Hearing that the other party’s current route was Australia, The first thought in
Charlie’s mind was, “Could it be that Victoria has recognized my trick so quickly?”
Across the room, Maria heard Charlie inquire about the contents of Issac’s inquiry,
And immediately said to the three old kids of her, “You three go down first, I still
have things to talk about with Mr. Wade.” The three of them hurriedly stood up and
respectfully said goodbye to the two of them, Before leaving the top floor of the
special courtyard together. After the three left, Maria hurriedly asked Charlie
“Master, I listened to what Master said on the phone just now, Could it be that the
plane of the Warriors Den has taken off again?” “Right.” Charlie nodded and said
“It’s still the same airplane,” “The destination is still Australia, but they are
definitely using Australia as a springboard,” “Flying to Australia first to replenish
fuel, and then flying to Asia immediately afterward,” “Most likely coming to
China.” Saying this, Charlie asked her “Ms. Lin,” “In your opinion, could it be that
Victoria has recognized my ploy?” “Unlikely.” Maria said very solemnly “You
took out the portrait of Master,” “This is enough to make Victoria respect him,”
“She has no way to confirm the truth behind it,” “And she doesn’t even dare to
confirm it at all,” “So I believe that she will never send another person to Aurous
Hill.”

Chapter 5644
Charlie frowned and said, “Then what do you think?” “What kind of people is this
airplane carrying and where is it going?” Maria said, “This, I do not dare to make



any guesses.” After saying that, she spoke “No matter what kind of people this
plane is carrying,” “As long as their final destination is not Australia,” “Then they
will definitely apply for the next section of the route in advance before arriving in
Australia,” “The fastest way to fly to Australia from Buenos Aires is about twelve
hours,” “So where the most important place for this plane to go will be seen in
about eight hours.” Charlie gently nodded and said, “It seems that we can only find
out by waiting until tomorrow morning.” Maria smiled faintly, and said in relief,
“Master don’t have to worry too much,” “With my understanding of Victoria, she
will definitely not come back to Aurous Hill,” “This plane might be carrying other
people to other places to carry out other tasks.” Charlie gave a hmmm and spoke
“It’s useless to think too much now,” “We’ll see where this plane is going in eight
hours,” “If it’s coming to Aurous Hill, I’ll still have at least more than ten hours to
prepare.” Maria nodded her head and said “At that time,” “After there is the other
party’s next move, please inform me the first time.” “Okay!” Charlie simply agreed
and said, “Ms. Lin, it’s getting late, I won’t bother you too much here.” Maria
immediately said, “Then, I will send you out.” Saying that she remembered
something and said to Charlie, “Oh yes, Master, wait for a moment.” Just after she
finished speaking, she stood up and quickly ran up the stairs. Soon, she came down
with a piece of red cloth wrapped thing, Handed that thing to Charlie, and said
seriously, “Master, this is the Thunder Strike Wood of the Mother of Pu Cha,” “I
have kept it with me for so many years, but I can only use it as a souvenir,”
“Earlier, Master said that there is a magic weapon that can lead down the heavenly
thunder,” “I think it should have been destroyed when Jermo blew himself up,”
“This piece of Thunder Strike Wood you can refine and use it for the magic
weapon!” Charlie looked at the thing in Maria’s hand and was surprised in his
heart. He had originally been thinking in his heart if he could ask Maria for this
thunderstrike Wood of the Mother of Pu Cha. After all, this was the tea tree that
had once crossed the Heavenly Tribulation, Not only was its own Dao profound
but this thunder-strike Wood had also been struck by the Heavenly Thunder. That
had fallen from the Heavenly Tribulation, So if it was used to refine the
thunder-strike Command, The power would definitely be much greater than his
own thunder-strike Command from before! It just so happens that now his magic
weapon is gone, only left with the ring that Maria gave him, Maria’s lightning
strike wood came at the right time, And it can solve his immediate needs. So, he
did not talk to Maria politely, very thankful said, “Thank you, Miss Lin, this



lightning strike wood can be real snow in the charcoal,” “I’m currently in lack of
materials to be able to refine magic weapon!” Maria covered her mouth and
laughed softly, “Master, this lightning strike wood has indeed become charcoal,
just sir don’t burn it.” Charlie smiled and said, “That’s natural!” “Tonight, I will go
back and refine it properly, and make a new Thunder Striking Order!” Maria
nodded and handed the thunder-strike Wood into Charlie’s hands, saying
seriously.4 “To be able to transform into a magic weapon in your hands,” “This
section of thunder-strike Wood is considered to have found its home.” Charlie took
the thunder-strike Wood in his hand, And simply transferred a few points of aura
into it, And he could immediately feel the surging qi that could not be described in
words, As if he was in a primitive forest in spring, with infinite vitality right in
front of him. He couldn’t help but marvel “Sure enough, it is the mother of Pu
Cha’s thunderstrike wood ……” “Just this section of thunder-strike wood, let a
person feel unfathomable!” Maria smiled faintly and said “It would be best if it is
useful to Master,” “It is not in vain that I have been running around with it for
more than three hundred years.” Charlie gratefully said “Don’t worry, Miss Lin,” “I
will not let down this Lightning Strike Wood,” “I will definitely do my best to
make it into an extraordinary magic weapon!” Maria nodded and smiled, “That
would be great!”

Chapter 5645
After bidding farewell to Maria, Charlie, who returned home, only had two things
on his mind. The first thing to do is to seize the time and refine the Thunderbolt
that Maria gave him, It is the part of the mother of Pucha, the Lightning Strike
Wood. Another thing is to wait for eight hours to see where the Boeing 777 will go
at the next stop. If its destination is Aurous Hill, then he must deal with it as soon
as possible. Since there were still eight hours left, he immediately started refining
the Thunderbolt when he got home. He is already familiar with the matter of
refining the Thunderbolt. When he returned to the room with the wood, he had
thought that everything would be as easy as refining the thunderbolt as he did
before, But he did not expect that the spirit energy would enter the lightning-strike
wood and begin to appear in it. It was only when it internally perfected the
formation of the aura, Which was originally invincible, it was actually somewhat



difficult to move an inch in the wood. If it is said that when refining the
Thunderbolt in the past, The aura was a carving knife, and then the lightning strike
wood itself is like an ordinary piece of wood, And the carving knife can easily
carve the pattern one wants on the wood. However, compared with the previous
lightning strike wood, The current lightning strike wood is like a piece of
extremely hard highstrength steel. It is difficult to leave marks on it with a carving
knife transformed from aura. Charlie also didn’t expect this lightning strike wood
looks ordinary, But its internal characteristics are so difficult to refine. However,
until now, he has no magic weapon that he can use to keep, so he has no choice. In
desperation, he could only multiply the infusion of spiritual energy, And the
consumption speed of spiritual energy increased sharply in an instant, Just like
being madly absorbed by Maria’s ring back then. Charlie knows that there is no
turning back when opening the bow, And the mother of Pucha, as a tea tree, could
survive until the thunderstorm fell from the sky, Which is almost the pinnacle of
trees. He wants to refine such lightning strike wood into a method device, so it
must take more effort. So, he took out a Cultivation Pill, and put his heart and soul
into refining the Thunder Token. Although the spiritual energy is consumed
quickly, But with a Cultivation Pill as a supplement, the spiritual energy can be
regarded as enough. After several hours, Charlie, who was drenched in sweat,
finally opened his eyes. The lightning-strike wood that was as thick as an adult’s
forearm in his hand had already been refined into a palm-sized piece. The entire
body of this Thunderbolt is jet-black, Exuding a faint metallic luster, and its texture
is extremely fine, It is completely impossible to tell that it is made of wood.
Holding the Thunderbolt in his hand, Charlie could even feel the faint feeling of
thunder and lightning rushing in it. That feeling is like standing on the beach in the
evening, Looking at the dark clouds in the depths of the ocean, And the thunder
and lightning flashing and roaring on the entire sea. Not only does it have an
extremely wide field of view of the world, But it also has the surging feeling that
the sky and the earth are connected as a whole by lightning, Which is fierce and
profound. But if the Thunderbolt is put aside, this feeling will disappear
immediately. And when Charlie’s fingertips slid across the surface of the
Thunderbolt, He seemed to be able to feel the surging feeling that the entire sea
level was covered by thunder and lightning in his mind. He couldn’t help but sigh
in his heart, the power of this thunder strike is probably much stronger than the
previous one. Just when he was very excited about the newly refined Thunderbolt,



Issac called him again and reported: “Master, that Boeing 777 has applied for a
route from Melbourne to Mandalay in Myanmar;” “Mandalay?” Charlie frowned
and asked, “Is the news accurate?” “Accurate.” Issac said firmly: “Currently, the
flight route reported to the Australian air traffic control department is to
Mandalay,” “And they will land at Melbourne Airport in about four hours.” “After
resting for about an hour, continue to fly to Mandalay,” “And it takes about eight
hours to fly from Melbourne to Mandalay,” “So it will take at least ten hours to
arrive there.”

Chapter 5646
Knowing that the other party is not coming to Aurous Hill, Charlie’s first thought
was that he could finally breathe a sigh of relief. Coming to think of it, his empty
city plan was not seen through by the other party. However, he was also very
puzzled, not understanding why the Warriors Den suddenly sent a plane to Burma.
So, he called Maria and passed on the situation reported by Issac to her. When
Maria heard that the plane from the Warriors Den is going to Burma, She was a
little surprised and said, “Why did Victoria suddenly send someone to Burma at
this time…” Charlie said, “Perhaps Burma has their dead soldiers stationed there?”
“Or maybe the Cavalry Guards? or the military Mansion is in Myanmar?” Maria
said suspiciously: “According to Victoria’s character,” “She must be very cautious
and apprehensive at this time,” “And she will definitely make the whole Warriors
Den enter a state of silence.” “They will all operate independently and remain
absolutely silent,” “And it is even more impossible for Victoria to send someone
from the headquarters…” Charlie couldn’t help but feel puzzled when he heard
Maria’s analysis, so he said: “If this is the case, The Governor’s Mansion is
definitely not in Myanmar,” “So what is Victoria’s intention in sending people to
Myanmar at this time?” Maria was silent for a moment, then suddenly said: “What
if it is Victoria herself who is going to Myanmar?” “Victoria himself?” Charlie
asked in surprise, “Why did Ms. Lin make this judgment?” Maria said: “It’s mainly
intuition. I feel that the young master’s empty city plan will definitely scare
Victoria.” “If a plane departs for Myanmar so soon, it is most likely that Victoria
will go by herself.” Charlie asked puzzledly: “Then Miss Lin, what do you think
she is going to Myanmar at this time for?” Maria thought for a while, and then



said: “If I guess correctly,” “She probably wants to go through Myanmar, from the
Yunnan-Myanmar border. Enter China!” Charlie exclaimed: “Victoria is coming to
China?! Does she want to come to Aurous Hill in person?!” “No.” Maria said:
“Victoria will definitely not come to Aurous Hill in person,” “I suspect she will
come to China. The purpose is to go to the South Yunnan first, and then go to
Hundred Mountains.” After finishing speaking, Maria said again: “Victoria has
been trying to find those heavenly materials,” “Earthly treasures and magic tools
and medicines left by Master for so many years,” “And now the portrait of Master
suddenly came out in Aurous Hill,” “So she should want to go quietly to Hundred
Mountains to try her luck.” Charlie said in surprise: “If you want to go to Hundred
Mountains,” “Wouldn’t it be more convenient to fly directly to Vietnam than to
Myanmar?” “The border of Vietnam is not far away.” Maria pondered for a
moment, and then said: “Maybe, she just wants to go to the South Yunnan first,”
“And then go to the Hundred Mountains. My father fought against the Qing army
together in southern Yunnan,” “And after he was seriously injured and killed by her
that year, then O buried my father in southern Yunnan.” “She has always had a
deep resentment towards my father.” “She once dug up the empty grave made by
me for my father with her own hands,” “Saying Maybe this time I was stimulated
in my heart, so I want to revisit the old place.” Speaking of this, Maria said again:
“Victoria still has more than ten hours to go to Burma,” “I guess she will not enter
China through conventional channels,” “There is a high probability she wants to
sneak in from the border.” “In this case, she would definitely cross the border on
foot, and Mandalay is more than 300 kilometers away from the border.” “Even if
she arrived nearby by car and then walked,” “It would take at least several hours to
enter southern Yunnan,” “So I still has a window of 20 hours!” Charlie asked
subconsciously: “The window?” “Ms. Lin wants to take advantage of this time to
go to southern Yunnan, right?” “You guessed it right!” Charlie asked puzzledly:
“What are you going to do in South Yunnan?’’

Chapter 5647
Maria sighed softly, and said with a slightly melancholy tone: “Young Master,
since the things happened at that time and I left South Yunnan,” “Afterwards, in the
past two or three hundred years, I have never returned to southern Yunnan,” “And



what I am afraid of is that Victoria will lay a net in southern Yunnan waiting for me
to drill.” Then, Maria said: “Victoria’s Five Armies Commander’s Mansion entered
a state of silence.” “Even if she still has eyeliner in southern Yunnan, she may have
to withdraw to the location of the Chinese military governor’s mansion at this
time,” “Or stop all investigations and wait for orders. Now is a good time for me to
return to southern Yunnan!” Charlie said: “Miss Lin, don’t take it lightly!” “You
are more important to Victoria than anyone else in this world.” “If she is still
keeping a net to catch you in southern Yunnan,” “If you go back rashly, there will
be a lot of trouble. And for sure great danger!” Maria smiled and said: “Young
master doesn’t know Victoria,” “But if you know her, you will know that she is
extremely cautious,” “And she is afraid of revealing her identity in front of
non-core members,” “So if she wants to go to South Yunnan, the members of Den,
who will be placed in Southern Yunnan will definitely withdraw from Southern
Yunnan in advance,” “And she still has more than 20 hours to arrive in southern
Yunnan,” “And the current southern Yunnan must be a vacuum zone.” Charlie
asked her: “What is Miss Lin going to do in south Yunnan?” Maria said in a
mournful voice, “I… I want to go to my father’s grave to pay homage.” “Back
then, I buried my father’s clothes on a mountain near my grandmother’s house.”
“That was just to confuse Victoria, my father’s ashes were buried in a place that
only I know about.” After speaking, Maria said again: “Actually, I also wanted to
go to the edge of the Tianchi Lake,” “Which is also the place where the mother of
pucha failed to overcome the disaster.” Immediately, Maria smiled and said:
“Victoria arrived at the first stop in southern Yunnan,” “There is a high probability
that it is the place where my father’s tomb is located.” “Southern Yunnan is very
big, and it will take her a few hours or even longer to go all the way.” “If I move
fast enough, it will be no problem to finish visiting these two places.” “Even if the
time coincides with Victoria, in the huge south Yunnan we may not really collide.”
Charlie heard her firm tone and said without hesitation: “Since Miss Lin is going to
South Yunnan, so let me come with you! Let’s go now and hurry back!” Maria
asked in amazement, “My lord…you…you want to accompany me to the South
Yunnan?” “Yes!” Charlie said firmly: “I worry about you going alone,” “You can’t
let those three old gentlemen go with you, can you?” Maria was moved in her
heart, but said with some worry: “Young master… I’m not afraid of Victoria, it’s
because I don’t have aura in my body,” “Unless Victoria recognizes me, she will
just pass by,” “As long as she doesn’t see my face, she doesn’t know who I am.”



Maria changed the subject of the conversation at this point and seriously said:
“Young Master is different! You possess aura, and also have the ring and other
magical artifacts that Master gave to my father back then.” “If Victoria really
disarms it at close range, she will probably target you!” “It’s okay!” Charlie blurted
out: “I’ll go to Jeremiah first!” “Doesn’t she know how to hide her breath?” “That
night at Wanliu Villa, she followed me and Jermo all the way,” “And I didn’t notice
it at all. If she teaches me the mental method of breath,” “I don’t have to worry
about being discovered by Victoria!” “This…” Maria hesitated, “My lord, Victoria
taught Jeremiah’s mental method.” “If she has a way to see through it, then Isn’t it
still very dangerous?” Charlie said with a smile: “The danger is a little bit there,”
“But if we can really meet Victoria, maybe it will be a good thing.” Maria was
even more puzzled, and asked suspiciously: “What are your plans, master?”
Charlie said seriously: “I have no plans, the main reason is that it is too dangerous
for you to go to southern Yunnan alone,” “If you want to go, then I will accompany
you if you don’t meet Victoria, it’s naturally the best,” “But if you meet her, it’s not
necessarily a bad thing, as long as you can’t be discovered by her,” “Then it is
possible to find the place where she and your father worshiped Meng Changsheng
as a teacher through Victoria!”

Chapter 5648
As he spoke, Charlie further explained: “Through the matter now, I feel more and
more that the “Nine Mysteries of Heaven” And “Preface to the Nine Mysteries of
Heaven” are related to my parents,” “That old ancestor Meng Changsheng couldn’t
get rid of the relationship.” “If I can find the place where he practiced in the past,”
“Maybe I can find the things or records left by him and get more details.” Maria
hesitated and said: “If the young master does not want to meet Victoria,” “I am
90% sure; but if the young master wants to meet Victoria, I am 100% sure…” She
said bluntly, “The young master’s current strength, plus Even if you can hide your
breath from Victoria for a while with the hidden mind mastered by Jeremiah,” “I
am afraid it is impossible to follow her from southern Yunnan to 100
Mountains…” Charlie said with a smile: “Miss Lin ignored the point.” “The
strength of monitoring, as long as we can confirm that she appears in a certain
place in China,” “As long as she is not invisible, she will never escape the scope of
Skynet monitoring.” “At that time, we can trouble Mr. Sun. With his identity and



qualifications,” “It should be possible to directly retrieve the Skynet data,” “But the
problem now is that there are so many people,” “I don’t know where to catch her
figure first.” Maria pondered for a moment, then said: “It’s not difficult, Victoria
will most likely Go to my father’s tomb,” “As long as you wait there, there is a
high probability that you will see Victoria.” Charlie asked her: “Miss Lin, may I
ask where your father’s tomb is located in today’s southern Yunnan?” Maria said:
“In Dali, my grandmother was a native of Dali, and lived in the ancient city,” “And
the tomb of my father’s clothes is in the mountains on the seaside of Erhai.”
Charlie asked again: “Then let me ask again, where are your father’s ashes
buried?” Maria said: “In Poole.” After that, she said again: “The Tianchi lake,
where the mother of Pucha was located, it is in Banna.” “Dali, Poole, Banna…”
Charlie murmured, and a complete plan emerged in his mind. So, he said: “Miss
Lin, give me two hours to prepare.” “After two hours, I will pick you up at Zijin
Villa, and we will go to southern Yunnan together!” Maria agreed without thinking:
“Okay, then I am waiting for you.” Charlie hung up the phone, and immediately
drove to the Champs-Elysees Hot Spring, He first goes to meet Jeremiah, and then
he will pick up Maria and head to southern Yunnan. So, while driving out, he
called Issac and told him, “Old Chen, help me rent a business jet. Don’t rent it
under the name of Wade’s family.” “Find a vest company to rent it for two and a
half hours.” “After that, it will fly to Lijiang!” Ever since Charlie found out the
shipping company that would be based in Singapore,” “He realized that civil
aviation aircraft is something that ordinary people tend to ignore. No matter how
rich and great a person is, as long as he needs to fly across the country by plane, He
must truthfully report all the flight information to all the countries he passes
through. This is because no individual can control the entire aviation system.
Governments all over the world regard aviation safety and airspace security as the
top priority. Except for drug dealers in a few countries, no one dares to fly a plane
in the sky without permission. And in this world, there is no individual who has the
ability to create a stealth aircraft that can break through all radars. Therefore,
whether it is the richest man in the world or the Lord of Den, As long as he boards
the plane, his whereabouts cannot be hidden. For Victoria and the entire Warriors
Den, they always felt that they hid the airline and the real purpose of flying the
plane very well. Therefore, even if everyone can find out their plane, As long as no
one knows this plane is theirs, and they won’t be exposed. But in fact, once
encountering someone with a heart to rule out a little bit, The chance of exposure is



still very high. That’s why Charlie asked Issac to rent a plane under another name.
Moreover, he didn’t want to fly directly to Dali even if he rented a plane. Anyway,
there was still more than 20 hours of time window. He first will fly to Lijiang,
which is less than two hours away from Dali, And then drive from Lijiang to Dali.

Chapter 5650
Pavel blurted out, “What more important things?” Tece’s heart skipped a beat, and
she said, “According to what benefactor told that Jermo, he wanted to take down
the whole Warriors Den,” “And even said that he would cut off the head of a
person named Victoria with his own hands…” On the other end of the phone
suddenly there was no movement. Tece tentatively asked: “Husband, are you still
listening?” Pavel came back to his senses, and said in a panic, “Ah? I’m listening,
I’m listening… I was watching something just now, and I was a little distracted…
…” As he spoke, Pavel said again: “It’s best if you’re all fine, so I can rest
assured.” “I haven’t heard from you for the past two days. I’ve been nervous,” “I
don’t think about food and drink, and I can’t even concentrate on work……” After
finishing speaking, Pavel yawned and said: “Oh, I haven’t closed my eyes for two
or three days.” “I heard that you are all right, and I was so sleepy that I couldn’t
open my eyes.” “Wife, I will sleep for a while. I can’t hold it any longer.” Tece
pursed her lips, with a slumped expression, but said in a very concerned voice:
“Okay husband, go to rest, and remember to silent your phone.” “Okay!” Pavel
agreed and said to Tece Said: “Honey, then I’ll hang up first.” “Okay, let’s hang
up.” As the voice call stopped, Nicolas said with a solemn expression: “Don’t think
about it, Pavel must have a problem.” Tece subconsciously said: “Dad, Pavel cares
about us and wants to know what’s going on, so it’s okay to ask more?” Nicolas
said coldly: “It’s okay to ask too much, but there will be problems after asking.”
Duncan also agreed at this time and said: “I support Uncle An’s judgment, Pavel
does have a problem!” Tece hurriedly asked: “Brother, what do you think is the
problem?” Duncan said without hesitation: “Under normal circumstances, he
knows that you escaped death,” “So it’s no problem to ask too many questions, but
after he couldn’t contact you,” “He didn’t come to China immediately, which is a
bit wrong.” “If he is just greedy It’s understandable to be afraid of death,” “But
why don’t you even talk about coming to Aurous Hill to see you now that you’re
fine?” “Normal couples, in this situation, no matter how tired they are, they have to



hurry over here,” “Not to mention, your family’s private plane is there.” “He can
get on the plane first, and rest on the way to catch up on sleep.” After speaking,
Duncan said again: “He never mentioned to see you,” “It must be because he wants
to report this important news to the Lord as soon as possible.” “And then let the
lord decide it! If the lord lets him come to see you, he will come to see you.” As
soon as Duncan finished speaking, he couldn’t help but frowned again, and said,
“No, that lord probably won’t let him come to see you,” “After Charlie sang the
empty city plan, that lord would never dare to send anyone to Aurous Hill again.”
Tece pursed her lips, not knowing how to answer for a moment. At this time,
Nicolas sighed, and comforted: “Okay, now is not the time to think about this.”
“From now on, we just need to remember that except Charlie, no one else is
worthy of complete trust.” At the same time, Charlie drove to the Champs Elysees
Hot Spring Hotel. He had already asked Orvel to arrange Jeremiah in an absolutely
safe living room in advance. After he arrived, he went directly to the living room
where Jeremiah was under the guidance of Orvel. As soon as Charlie entered the
door, Jeremiah quickly stood up and said respectfully, “Master Wade, we meet.”
Charlie waved his hand: “Miss Yun, you don’t have to be so polite.” “I’m short on
time, so I’ll get straight to the point.” Speaking, Charlie didn’t wait for Jeremiah to
answer and continued: “Victoria is going to Australia soon, she will stop in
Australia, and then fly to Burma,” “Miss Lin and I suspect that she is likely to go
to Hundred Mountains,” “I want to meet her, so I came to ask Ms. Yun for advice,”
“How can I hide the aura on my body so that others won’t find it?” Jeremiah
exclaimed subconsciously: “What did Mr. Wade say? Victoria came out?!” Charlie
asked her: “Is it strange that Victoria came out?” Jeremiah said: “She hasn’t come
out for nearly twenty years. Is Mr. Wade’s information accurate?” Charlie said with
a smile: “It’s not any information, I just analyzed the relevant clues with Ms. Lin,”
“And concluded that she is likely to go to Hundred Mountains,” “So the two of us
plan to go to southern Yunnan, to verify whether our speculation is right or
wrong!”

Chapter 5652
At this moment. The Boeing 777 that Victoria was traveling on had already flown
through New Zealand’s airspace, And would soon land in Australia for fuel
resupply. The speed of nearly a thousand kilometers per hour was already fast, But



it still made Victoria a little anxious. Ever since her master’s portrait was released
in Aurous Hill, Her mind had collapsed, completely losing the composure that a
four hundredyear-old woman should have. She alone looked at the flight chart in
front of her, Staring at the altitude and speed data above, she couldn’t help but
curse in a low voice, “The faster the development of modern technology, the more
profit-oriented these ba5tards are,” “The Concorde back then could fly more than
2,000 kilometers in an hour,” “But nowadays the airplane can’t even fly 1,000, and
the ones that can fly 1,000 don’t have a long enough range!” Seeing her anger, a
crew member hurriedly stepped forward and respectfully said, “Lord please calm
down, our voyage is really too far, even if we have Concorde airliners,” “It is still
very difficult to handle, its maximum range is only 5,000 to 6,000 kilometers,”
“And if we fly from Buenos Aires to Melbourne,” “The Concorde airliners can
only fly halfway, and in between is the ocean,” “And we can’t find any suitable
place to land and refuel.” Victoria waved her hand impatiently, signaling the other
party not to bother her, She also knew that supersonic airplanes had many
drawbacks, Using that thing to fly ultra-long distance routes was just as devastating
as using a new energy car to drive a long distance, And so she did not say anymore,
but the boredom in her heart was still not solved. Just then, the satellite phone in
front of her suddenly rang. She lowered her head, looked at the words “Pavel
Chen” written on the phone, And immediately sat up straight, then she immediately
picked up the phone, And asked in a cold voice, “Any news from the An family?”
On the other end of the phone, Pavel hurriedly said, “Reporting back to Lord, the
subordinate has just gotten in touch with Tece.” Victoria gritted her teeth and said,
“They really didn’t die!” After that, she asked, “Have you gotten any news?” Pavel
respectfully said, “The subordinate called you to report something to you.” Victoria
coldly spat out a word “Speak!” Pavel hurriedly said concisely, “Tece told me that
the person who saved their family in Aurous Hill,” “And the person who saved
them in New York was the same person!” “What?!” Victoria said offhandedly, “Is
the information reliable?” Pavel said “Tece personally told me, it should not be
wrong,” “In addition, she also told me, that person appeared as soon as Jermo
appeared in front of them.” “If he was half a step late Jermo would have been able
to kill the whole An family at once.” Victoria said grimly “It’s no use talking about
this now,” “The priority now is to figure out who that person is!” Saying that
Victoria also asked, “Have you asked Tece, while helping the lives of An family,
the other person said something or anything to Jermo?” “There ……” Pavel



subconsciously said and then fell into apprehension all of a sudden. He also didn’t
know how to explain to Victoria about the words that Charlie had left behind,
Fearing that Lord was going to condemn him if she felt unhappy. Victoria heard
that he was a little afraid, so she said lightly, “Don’t worry, what I ask you, you
answer truthfully,” “Even if there are some offenses, I won’t pursue them.” Pavel
then relieved, quickly said, “Tece said, that person knows the identity of Jermo,”
“Also knows the existence of the Warriors Den, more importantly,” “He also
knows your identity …… he said …… hehe said ……” Victoria heard the topic led
to her, naturally, she can not wait to know the follow-up details, Listen to the phone
on the other end and hearing no sound, she coldly rebuked, “Be quick when you
are speaking otherwise I will cut off your tongue!” The other party heard this,
immediately felt apprehensive, And hastily made the effort to convey Charlie’s
words and said, “He said …… he said he wanted to personally cut your head down
……”

Chapter 5654
Charlie originally thought that he was in a hurry, Maria directly comes down and
the two of them would go to the airport together, But he did not expect Maria to
want him to go up first. However, he did not have any other thoughts or opinions,
if she had said so, he should do so. With that, he arched his hand at the four of
them and took a step up to the top floor of the courtyard. At this time, Maria was
still making tea in the courtyard. Before Charlie entered the door, he could smell
the fragrance of tea coming from the courtyard, Gently knocking on the door, he
heard Maria’s voice coming out from the courtyard, “Master, please come in.”
Charlie pushed open the door, Maria wearing a fat and large Gucci white T-shirt,
With a pair of LV classic print shorts, feet stepped on a pair of Hermes leather
slippers, More surprising is that her hair was ironed into a big wave, She looks
young and stylish, but also with a few points of charm. And this dressed Maria, at
this time is sitting in front of the stove to prepare tea, The picture makes Charlie
feel a little out of place. At this time Charlie is indeed feeling surprise, after all,
Maria in his impression, Has always been a very classical beauty of the girl, even if
she is wearing a school uniform or summer t-shirt, It is difficult to cover the
classical beauty, and now the image of a complete contrast. Maria saw Charlie’s
face surprised, and could not help but flirt “Is my dress making you frightened
Master?” Charlie smiled “Indeed I did not understand, this does not seem to be



your style ah.” Maria pursed her lips and smiled while pouring tea for Charlie
while saying, “After all, it is to go out and show the face, or make some disguise is
safer.” “By the way, Master, I got some clothes for you, would you like to
change?” Charlie was surprised and asked, “You also prepared a dress for me?”
Maria smiled and said “My current look is still a big difference from Master,” “The
two of us going out together, I’m afraid it will make people feel a little
mismatched.” Charlie laughed and said “Listen to the advice of others and eat your
fill,” “Since Ms. Lin has prepared it all for me, then I will change into it.” Maria’s
pretty face blushed, shyly said “Master, please follow me.” Charlie followed her
into the room, Maria then took a shopping bag from the table and handed it to
Charlie, Softly asking, “Do you need me to serve you to change?” Charlie was
shocked, and quickly waved his hand, “No, no, I’ll do it myself!” Maria nodded
her head with some loss, and said, “Then, Master go upstairs to change, I am
waiting downstairs,” “If you need my help, please feel free to order.” Charlie said
in his heart he is not a challenged person to need help from others. He is not
disabled, but on the face with a smiling expression said, “Okay, then I go.”
Upstairs, is Maria’s boudoir. The boudoir is permeated with the same light
fragrance of Maria’s body, So that people can not help but have some slight sense
of vertigo. Charlie subconsciously recalled his experience when he was seriously
injured and was helped onto the bed by her, And all of a sudden, there was an
indescribably marvelous feeling in his heart. However, he did not dare to think too
much and hurriedly took out the clothes that Maria had prepared for him and
prepared to change into them. When the clothes were taken out, he realized that
Maria had prepared the same couple’s clothes for him and herself. The clothes in
Charlie’s hand were also the enlarged Gucci t-shirt, the classic printed LV shorts
and the same Hermes slippers. Maria is thinking of disguising as a couple to go to
Yunnan. However, Charlie did not think too much, a man and a woman out,
disguised as a couple is relatively more reasonable, This time they could be closer
to Victoria, naturally can not afford to be sloppy, And the more cautious will be the
safer. So he immediately changed his clothes and walked down the stairs. When
Maria saw Charlie coming down the stairs, even her eyebrows curved out in a
happy arc. Although Charlie was already twenty-eight years old, but after all, with
the aura added, He looked like a young lad in his early twenties and with this
relatively trendy outfit, No one would question it if they said that he was a college
student. The more Maria looked at Charlie, the more joyful she felt in her heart,



Feeling that the two of them wearing the couple’s attire looked like an unspeakable
sense of coordination everywhere. Charlie came in front of Maria, seeing her
blushing, he asked curiously, “Miss Lin, are these clothes prepared by you or by
Mr. Qiu?” Maria shyly said, “It was me who asked them to prepare it.” Said, Maria
hastily explained “I think, this time with the gentleman to go to Diannan,” “How to
the external packaging of the relationship between me and the gentleman,”
“Determines the chances of exposure, think about it, it seems to be …… still seems
to be more appropriate for couples……” Charlie didn’t think much about it,
nodded and said, “In that case, then after you and I go out, we’ll play lovers in
front of outsiders.” Maria lightly bit her lower lip, with a few twists and turns said,
“Since it’s playing a couple, then is the gentleman going to think of a suitable name
for me?” “Suitable name?” Charlie asked curiously “How do you call it?” Maria
hesitated for a moment and said with a red face, “I see that young couples
nowadays either call each other baby or darling,” “Or call each other husband and
wife or something like that ……” Charlie awkwardly said “This …… I let Ms. Lin
to determine it,” “You eat salt, more than I eat rice, whatever you think is
appropriate.” Maria rolled her eyes and muttered, “Master this is a change of law
……” “No no ……” Charlie subconsciously raised his hands together and waved
his hands, solemnly saying, “I swear I don’t have this meaning, I just simply feel
that Ms. Lin, you have much more experience in all aspects than I do,” “I’m in
front of you, I’m not going to show off my skills. I’ll just do whatever you say.”
Maria anxious straight stomping feet, and shy and shameful said, “Though I have
lived longer but I have no such experience. On the other hand, you have been
married ……” Charlie couldn’t help but sigh awkwardly, and said, “We are both
crippled meets crippled. It is hard to explain……”.

Chapter 5655
Charlie’s words caused Maria’s eyebrows to involuntarily tremble. She seemed to
have figured out something, But deliberately did not ask again, instead throwing
this into the back of her mind, She smiled and said to Charlie, “Since master can’t
make up his mind, then let me decide.” After saying this, she tilted her head and
pondered for a moment, and spoke, “If it was in ancient times, then I must call you



husband,” “But now no one calls it that anymore, and the master and I are
pretending to be a couple,” “Rather than a husband and wife,” “So how about me
calling the master dear, and the master calling me baby?” After saying this, Maria
was breathing heavily, her pretty face was red, And she looked at Charlie
apprehensively, fearing that he would refuse or be dissatisfied. Charlie did not feel
anything, pretending to be a couple, Even the couple’s clothes are worn, now
calling names feels normal, If the two people have to be in a couple’s relationship,
Going out and calling the name does not seem to be inappropriate. So he nodded
indifferently and said, “Baby right? Okay.” Said, Charlie instructed her, “Then you
must remember, don’t say the word master in front of others,” “We are now in a
new era, not ancient times,” “If you say so outside, don’t know people still think I
have any special fetish……”. Maria spat out her tongue, unconvinced said,
“Master, I am from the old era living all the way to the new era, I am clear now,”
“Moreover, for hundreds of years have not been using these words,” “But only in
front of the master so, out of this courtyard, I will be adjusted to it.” “That’s good.”
Charlie nodded, then looked at the time and said, “It’s getting late, let’s set off.”
“Okay.” Maria nodded and said to Charlie, “Sir, after leaving this door, I will
address you as dear?” Charlie nodded and casually said, “As long as you are not
afraid of getting laughed at by the four old people below, just call me as you
please.” Maria immediately said with a red face, “Wrong wrong wrong, I said, after
leaving the Manor ……” Charlie helplessly shook his head, “Okay, hurry up, they
are waiting below,” “Probably waiting to say goodbye to you.” “Okay.” Maria
nodded her head and said somewhat apologetically, “Master, I would trouble you to
wait outside the door for a few moments for me,” “I will come after giving my
father an incense burner.” Charlie quickly agreed, and then went out of the room
alone first. Maria waited for Charlie to go out, then came to her father’s spiritual
seat, She used her slender jade hand to pick up three incense burners, carefully
ignited them, Curls of sandalwood smoke rose up before inserting the three incense
sticks into the incense burner, And then knelt down on the bushel in front of the
spiritual seat, hands folded, murmured in a very low voice, “Father…. …I am
about to return to Diannan with Master Wade,” “I hope that your spirit in heaven
will bless us for safety. Also blessed master to get what he wants……” After
saying that, she kowtowed three times to the spiritual seat, then she stood up and
walked out quickly. Charlie waited in the courtyard, and when he saw Maria come
out, He smiled faintly at her, and the two of them walked down from the top floor



of the other courtyard together. Below, four old people were waiting in the hall on
the first floor, cocking their heads to look up the stairs. Old Zhang saw that the two
of them really came out in couple’s clothes, And said in surprise “Aiya! Mr. Wade
and Miss Wade are really a match made in heaven!” Ethan looked at the two of
them, and couldn’t help but ask and wondered, “Old Zhang, among the three of us,
you are the one who has been with Miss the longest,” “In the past ninety years,
have you ever seen Miss smile like this? Isn’t this textbook shyness?” At this
moment Maria with a shy smile came down walking on the side of Charlie, They
can obviously see that she is in a very good mood, the afterglow from time to time
stealing glances at the side of Charlie, However, the three of them have an
impression of Maria, although love to laugh, But always is heartless, and not
playful and overbearing kind. All together this is a different type of personality
they are seeing. Now, they finally realized that the original young lady also had
such a girlish and shy side. Larry looked at Maria walking in the distance, And
couldn’t help but sigh with a smile on his face, “Miss must be even more beautiful
if she wears a wedding gown, right?” Ethan waved his hand and said in a serious
manner, “No, Miss looks too young, nowadays girls are getting married in their
twenties and thirties,” “Miss looks like she hasn’t graduated from high school,”
“So I’m afraid that wearing a wedding dress will be a bit out of place.” Larry’s old
companion lowered her voice and reminded them, “You three old men gossip at
least wait for the lady and Mr. Wade’s departure,” “Mr. Wade is very powerful, if
you let him listen, I do not know how to look at you!” Larry quickly said to the
other two, “Shut up, shut up, wait for Miss and Mr. Wade to leave before saying
anything.” The other two also had the good sense to keep their mouths shut, The
three of them pretended to be fine, their eyes glancing around the hall. It was only
after Charlie and Maria came in that the three of them rushed forward, And
together with Larry’s old companion, they respectfully said, “Good day Miss, good
day Mr. Wade!”

Chapter 5656
Maria’s shy smile had disappeared, replaced by a seriousness like a parent, She
said, “I’m leaving for Yunnan with Mr. Wade, this place is in your care, remember,
no one is allowed to go up.” Larry said without thinking, “Don’t worry miss, I will
arrange everything!” Maria nodded, then looked at Ethan, and faintly said “Old



Sun, I had nothing to do last night,” “I did a fortune telling for you, your fortune
has been broken by Mr. Wade,” “There will be no changes in the next twenty to
thirty years,” “You can breathe a sigh of relief if something happens over in
Eastcliff,” “You can also feel at ease and boldly go back to deal with it.” “You
don’t have to be consumed by affairs here all the time.” Maria knew that the path
that Ethan took, was different from others, Which also destined him to hardly have
absolute autonomy of choice, If he ran outside for a long time, maybe someone in
Eastcliff would come out to look for him specifically. Ethan also knows his own
situation, sighed, “Miss, not to hide it from you, my life is also considered to be a
bow and scrape,” “And now older, and do not want to worry more, my partner left
early,” “The three children are all over the world,” “Going back to Eastcliff to live
in the high walls is also boring if you allow it,” “I want to stay here for a longer
period of time,” “But also to catch up with the childhood brothers about old times.”
Maria pondered for a moment, nodded her head, and said, “Staying here is also not
bad, let’s start with this,” “Make your own reasonable arrangements, I won’t worry
about you.” Ethan respectfully arched his hand and said, “Miss doesn’t need to
worry about me, it’s better to go busy with Mr. Wade as soon as possible!” Maria
nodded slightly and said to the four people, “In that case, then Mr. Wade and I will
leave first.” The four people hurriedly sent the two to the courtyard, And only after
seeing Charlie and Maria sitting in the car one by one and witnessing them driving
down the mountain, Did they put their hearts at ease? In the car, Charlie focused on
driving, while Maria, who was on the side, somehow turned red again. She looked
at Charlie, looked out the window, and hesitated again and again, before shyly
asking him, “Honey, how long will it take for us to get to the airport?” Charlie
casually said “Half an hour.” Maria couldn’t help but ask him in a huff, “Shouldn’t
you call me baby?” Charlie coughed twice and asked her, “There’s no one else
here, do we really need to do that?” Maria complained, “I just promised to say
that……”. Charlie immediately said in a serious manner, “Okay, keep your
promise.” After that, she adjusted a bit, and said, “Baby, we will be at the airport in
half an hour.” Maria smiled shyly and sweetly, and happily said, “I know, thank
you, dear!” Satisfied Maria, couldn’t help but glance at Charlie’s left hand holding
the steering wheel, and asked curiously, “Honey, didn’t you wear the ring I gave
you?” Charlie casually said, “Why wear it? That ring recognizes the master as your
father and not me,” “I go out with you, in danger it will still teleport me to you,”
“In case we really encountered Victoria, won’t she be able to grab it? That is why I



decided to not wear it.” “Victoria wants that ring the most, we do not carry it
around,” “Even if really caught by Victoria, we still have a capital to bargain.”
Maria nodded her head and said, “Honey your analysis is comprehensive, I had not
thought about this point ……” …… Half an hour later, the two arrived at the
airport. Charlie parked the car and just got off, Maria stepped forward and took the
initiative to hold Charlie’s arm, looking very intimate. Charlie was slightly stunned
before he could say anything, Maria said, “Couples should be holding each other
like this, right?” “Oh ……” Charlie understood that she was pretending to be a
couple with him, So he nodded and said, “It should be.” Maria could not help but
laugh, “Then a moment when boarding, in order to not let the crew suspect, I
should not be holding your hand?” Charlie nodded his head and said, “No problem,
you just watch.” Saying that Charlie took out his cell phone and looked at it, On
the paid version of the flight software, He was able to clearly see that Victoria’s
plane had already flown over New Zealand, and was already very close to
Melbourne. Charlie, while being held by Maria, looked at his cell phone and said
in a low voice, “Victoria’s plane has already gone down to altitude, it seems that
she must land in Melbourne to replenish fuel,” “The whole process will take at
least an hour, we are expected to take off at the same time as her,” “Considering
that she has to go to Myanmar first, we have to have plenty of time,” Maria nodded
slightly and sighed, “I haven’t been back in many years,” “When I arrive in
Yunnan, everything will be at your disposal.”

Chapter 5657
Two people, in a pair of fashionable dresses, in the VIP channel arm in arm after
check-in, And arm in arm at the airport for VIP service business car. In the eyes of
outsiders, these two people must be a rich second-generation couple, Not only
dressed in big brands, but two people also go out for a trip, Have to spend hundreds
of thousands on chartered flights. However, this was the best disguise for Charlie
and Maria. With Charlie’s current state, saying that he was just twenty years old
wouldn’t make anyone suspicious, And walking down the aisle to meet an
acquaintance head-on, He was afraid that he wouldn’t be recognized either. The
two boarded the airplane, the crew guided them to the spacious cabin, Maria
directly ignored the front two independent first-class seats, Pulling Charlie while
walking backward, while pampering, “Honey, I want to sit with you.” At the back,



there were side-by-side double seats with no armrests in the center, a standard
double sofa seat. As soon as Maria got on the airplane, she had her eye on these
two seats. Charlie naturally cooperated seriously with the acting, nodding his head
repeatedly, “Since you want to sit together then let’s sit together.” Maria stopped
her steps and said with a serious face, “You forgot to call me baby.” Charlie was
stunned by her serious look, and said awkwardly, “There are people next to me.”
The stewardess next to him couldn’t help but cover her mouth and snicker. In her
opinion, the two young people in front of her were a standard couple in love,
without any contradiction. Maria didn’t care about the air hostess beside her, and
said very seriously, “The term of endearment is to be called in front of people,
which can only prove that you truly love me ah,” “If you only call me baby in
private, but keep a distance between you and me in front of people,” “Doesn’t it
mean that you’re eating what’s in the bowl, but still thinking about what’s in the
pot?” The stewardess beside her couldn’t help but quietly give a thumbs-up to
Maria, Charlie saw Maria so into the drama, thinking that he couldn’t be a
piggyback dragging people’s hind legs, So he gave up his old face, and said with
extra sincerity, “Baby, you’re right!” Maria’s pretty face turned red, satisfied
nodded, and seriously said, “In the future, you have to remember,” “The more
outside, the more you have to be with me not numb and mushy,” “So that there is
no other woman to play your idea,” “There is no other man who misses me, this is
called the Declaration of Sovereignty.” Charlie nodded his head repeatedly “Baby
is right, baby is right.” After saying that, he looked at the stewardess beside him
and ordered, “Miss, please pour a cup of water for my baby, after talking so much,
she should be thirsty.” The stewardess couldn’t help herself, and hurriedly said,
“Mr. Miss wait a moment, I’ll go and prepare something to drink for the two of
you.” Maria blankly glanced at Charlie and muttered, “You think I talk too much,
don’t you? Look at my little fist!” After saying that, she raised her hand and gently
hammered twice on Charlie’s chest. The flight attendant’s heart was full of envy, in
her opinion, The way this couple flirted was the truest reaction between lovers.
When the stewardess went to the kitchen in the front cabin, Maria spat out her
tongue at Charlie, then sat down next to him, Smilingly asked him in a low voice
“How was it, Did I act okay?” Charlie nodded his head, seriously said, “I must say
if you say you have not been in love,” “I absolutely do not believe, feel that you
simply are too clear.” Maria was shy and anxious “I have never been in love, but at
least I have seen movies and TV dramas!” “Isn’t flirting a common occurrence in



relationship dramas?” “Yes yes yes.” Charlie nodded his head with a smile, at this
time, The airplane had slowly rolled out of its slot, so Charlie brought the topic
back to the main topic and whispered, “We’ll be able to land in Lijiang in more
than two hours,” “The first thing we’ll do is rent a car to go to Dali after we land,”
“Can you still recall the exact location of your father’s clothing grave?” Maria put
away her smile and spoke “My father’s clothes mound,” “In the northeast of Erhai,
I’ve seen maps and satellite photos, that place is now renamed Shuanglang.”
Charlie nodded, took out his cell phone to check the map, and said, “Shuanglang is
still closer to Lijiang, it’s almost an hour and a half drive after getting off the
plane.” “Well ……” Maria nodded slightly and said, “Father’s clothes mound is on
the mountain in the northeast of Shuanglang,” “A few hundred years have passed, I
don’t know what has become there now.” Charlie asked, “Were there tombstones
left in the beginning?” “There was.” Maria said “At first, I asked someone to carve
a stone monument,” “And buried his clothes from his life with my mother, but I
don’t know if I can still find it.” Charlie asked him “Is your mother also buried
there?”

Chapter 5658
Maria said “Originally, but before I left Dali, I was afraid that Victoria would
destroy my parents’ remains,” “So I took up my mother’s remains and cremated
them,” “And then buried them with my father’s ashes in Poole.” Charlie nodded
and said, “Then let’s find a way to find your father’s burial mound,” “And then
find a way to see how to lay some surveillance, and strive to be able to capture
Victoria when she goes,” “After making good preparations, we won’t wait for
Victoria to arrive,” “And I’ll directly accompany you to Poole to pay homage to
your parents.” Maria looked at Charlie and said seriously, “Master, Victoria is
suspicious by nature,” “Maybe this time she will also disguise herself or even
change her face,” “If you can’t get a picture of her appearance, you mustn’t be
disappointed.” “It’s fine.” Charlie blandly said “I mainly do not rest assured that
you go to Yunnan alone,” “Would like to accompany you to pay tribute to your
parents, and then accompany you back to the mother of Pu tea,” “And finally bring
you safely back to Aurous Hill,” “As for Victoria, but it’s just like a meal to find
the boss to ask for an invoice to scrape a prize,” “If it is not good luck, does not
matter, anyway, any way you can still eat the meal.” Maria’s heart touched, gently



nodded, and sighed “My biggest wish before was to go back to Diannan again
before I die,” “To all these places again and again, thanks to the blessing of the
master, this time finally can be realized ……” Charlie asked her “If you solve the
trouble of Victoria, what do you want to do the most?” Maria said without
thinking, “What I wanted to do the most is to move my parents’ mausoleum to the
edge of the Tianchi,” “And then put up a cabin by the side of the Tianchi, at the
place where the mother of Pu Cha failed to cross the threshold,” “Raise a few
cows, raise a few sheep, and then raise a dog, and spend the rest of my life in
peace.” Charlie curiously asked “Before? What about now?” “Now?” Maria looked
at Charlie, lowered her eyelids, and murmured, “These days there is suddenly some
confusion ……” Charlie asked her, “Confused about what?” Maria smiled faintly
and said softly, “Confused about where I should go in the future.” At this time, the
stewardess carrying two cups of drinks, From the front of the kitchen area came
over, and the two ended the topic. Maria was in a somewhat depressed mood when
she saw the stewardess coming, She leaned her head sideways on Charlie’s
shoulder and whispered, “Honey I’m a bit tired, I want to sleep for a while.”
Charlie nodded “Then close your eyes and rest for a while.” The stewardess saw
Maria leaning on Charlie’s shoulder and closing her eyes, Carefully placed two
cups of drinks in front of the two of them and said in a low voice to Charlie, “Sir,
our plane has been launched, currently lined up in the third place to take off, about
ten minutes,” “If you have the need to, at any time press the call bell,” “I will come
to see you.” Charlie gently nodded his head, “Okay, thank you.” ……When
Victoria’s plane landed in Melbourne, the plane that Charlie and Maria took was
already taking off from Aurous Hill Airport, Heading to Lijiang, which was more
than a thousand kilometers away. When the plane took off and flew west, Maria
completely lost her previous lively and playful attitude. She leaned on Charlie’s
shoulder for a while, And then her eyes seemed to be out of focus, staring out of
the window. Charlie could sense that something was wrong with her, And
understood this state of hers very well right now. After all, in this world, there was
no one in the world who applied the four words “near home feeling timid” more
than the current her. A little girl who had been away from home for more than
three hundred years, And now finally set foot on the road home, whoever else
would be sighing and lamenting in their hearts. More than two hours later, the
airplane landed at Li Jiang Airport. When she got off the airplane, Maria’s legs
were unconsciously a little soft. When she held onto Charlie, Charlie could clearly



feel that she had put quite a bit of her body weight on his body, thinking that it was
due to her lack of physical strength. So he took the initiative to reach out and put
her on his arm, leading her all the way out of the airport. Outside the airport, he
rented an SUV using the fake identity that Issac had prepared for himself, And then
he removed the car recorder from the car and drove straight to Dali with Maria.
After driving away from the airport, he asked Maria beside him, “Have you been to
Lijiang before?” “Yes.” Maria said “After my mother passed away, my father sent
me to my grandparents’ house in Osato,” “At that time, I had come here with my
grandmother, but only once.” Said Maria sighed “Three hundred years ago in
Diannan, the road to go over the mountains was a small road.” Charlie couldn’t
help but ask her, “Isn’t it good to change? How would you change it back?” Maria
softly said “Going to Diannan, feels like going back three hundred years ago,”
Saying that, she added “There is only Master and me in the car, I am still used to
talking to Master like this.” Charlie nodded and asked, “During those years when
you didn’t take the Ancient Evergreen Pill, have you been living with your
grandparents?” Maria said “Grandpa left earlier, then with grandma dependent on
each other, the good thing was the beginning Grandpa’s ancestors had been one of
the solid families,” “So since childhood in Diannan life was relatively privileged,”
“Grandpa died before and had also been teaching me to read and write, So I had a
lot of knowledge.” Said, Maria looked out the window, with incomparable emotion
and said, “Grandpa had five children,” “In addition to the mother who died of
sickness, the remaining four were in the process of fighting the Qing dynasty and
perished,” “And the four uncle’s descendants were also not fortunate, Grandpa’s
family was left without a posterior,” “If I want to look for the family, there would
be only a few people of that family!

Chapter 5659
The culprit behind all this was Revnos Wu, and whenever she recalled the past she
would gnash her teeth. Mentioning the fact that her four uncles and their
descendants did not survive, Maria was in tears. Charlie did not expect, Maria
grandfather’s family was so miserable, He could not help but sigh, “In that era,
human life was like grass,” “I do not know how many continuation of hundreds of
thousands of years of family lines broken inheritance.” Maria clenched her fists,
gritted her teeth, and said “I blame the traitor Revnos!” Saying that, she rarely



showed a stern attitude, said word by word, “My Lin family had been loyal for
generations! Ancestors and grandparents for the Ming dynasty bowed and
scraped,” “My father held the pen for the military, half a lifetime of struggle with
the Qing court,” “Until death, he did not forget to support the Han, but Revnos,”
“Not only let the Qing army into the customs, led to the subversion of the Han,”
“And even for their own self-interest personally killed the Emperor,” “In my heart,
he is the biggest traitor in the history of the Han people!” Charlie thought for a
moment and said, “In terms of today’s public opinion,” “Warriors Den is much
more cursed than Revnos.” Maria shook her head and seriously said, “Revnos’s
evil deeds and sinister intentions cannot be pondered over or thought about in
detail,” “Or else it will give people the creeps,” “And is by no means comparable
to Warriors Den’s stream.” Saying that Maria said, “Revnos was stationed in
Liaodong for many years,” “He also fought with the Qing army for many years, for
the Qing army’s brutality and understanding of the world of han,” “He absolutely
was in the forefront, he was very clear what the bringing of the Qing army into the
customs would bring for the people of GuanZhou,” “But even so, he was still put
in Guangzhou, sold the country to seek honor and glory,” “With the total disregard
for the people’s safety and security,” “It is evident that this person’s intentions were
sinister!” Charlie nodded with approval “On this point,” “I agree with your point of
view, this person indeed in the history of China,” “Is one of the big traitors, the
most disgraceful was that he first surrendered to the Qing Dynasty,” “Killed the
last emperor of the Southern Ming Dynasty,” “And later on, in the name of the
rebels of the Han Dynasty,” “You cannot find a second such person.” Maria sighed
long, disheveled, “Revnos, more than three hundred years have passed, I still can’t
get over you.” Charlie comforted “Revnos has been dead for so many years,” “His
family seems to have been decapitated,” “But also be considered to have deserved
retribution.” Maria gritted her teeth and said, “But Revnos was not beheaded! He
died of illness!” “Such a traitor deserved to be executed by lynching!” “It’s really
too cheap for him!” Charlie nodded and asked her, “Okay, do you still have
relatives on your father’s side?” “Nope.” Maria shook her head and said, “The Lin
family was in decline by the end of the Ming Dynasty,” “My father was the only
son in the family,” “And after my mother passed away, he was unwilling to renew
his marriage,” “So after he left, I was the only one carrying the family genes.”
Charlie could not help but feel some sympathy for her. She and Victoria were both
people who had taken the Evergreen Pill, And lived for three to four hundred years,



but their fates were very different. Victoria had reorganized the Warriors Den, And
had also been the Master for three to four hundred years, During this time the
Warriors Den had grown and her personal power had risen. And her own family,
but also under her blessing has also long been spread, The entire five military
governor’s office of core personnel are the Wu family, So it can be seen, today’s
Wu family, has been a prosperous and strong superfamily, With comprehensive
strength even if it is the Routhschild family, They would have to respect the Wu
family. But Maria, her grandfather’s lineage was completely cut off more than
three hundred years ago, And her Lin family’s lineage, she is the only one left to
live to this day. What was even more detestable was that Maria had been avoiding
Victoria’s pursuit for so many years of her life, And the two of them were simply
in the same situation day by day.

Chapter 5660
Thinking of this, Charlie couldn’t help but ask her, “You’ve been hunted by
Victoria for so many years,” “Haven’t you ever thought of giving her the ring and
exchanging a peaceful life for yourself?” “Thought about it.” Maria said “When I
left Tianchi and traveled to Southeast Asia,” “I went through all kinds of trials and
tribulations on the way,” “And I almost died several times, at the toughest time, I
thought about getting rid of it all,” “But when I thought of my father exchanging
his life for five hundred years of my life span,” “I didn’t dare to move on this idea
again;” “Later I also thought, instead of running, why don’t I just leave the ring to
Victoria,” “So that she can drop the idea of chasing me and let me live out my life
in peace,” “But then I thought, Victoria is considered to be my father’s enemy,” “If
I were to compromise and beg for forgiveness from her,” “Then I am the same as
Revnos, who let the Qing army into the country,” “And what is the difference
between the two?” “Both are just recognizing a thief as their father.” Saying that
Maria continued, “After thinking about this,” “I decided that it was even more
difficult, I have to live; even more difficult, I have to not compromise with
Victoria,” “As long as I can live, I will definitely live longer than Victoria,” “At
that time I will be able to laugh in the end.” Charlie said with certainty “Don’t
worry, you will definitely live longer than her.” Maria nodded her head and said
earnestly “Master can definitely live longer than me,” “When I die, please bury my



ashes beside my parents, my life will be complete.” Charlie seriously said “Don’t
worry, if I can find the formula for the 1000 years youth,” “As well as the specific
refining method,” “I will let you live longer than a thousand years old, just like Old
Ancestor Meng.” Maria let out a bitter smile, subconsciously shook her head and
said, “Living for four hundred years is already very hard, one thousand years,” “I
don’t dare to think about it and I don’t want to think about it,” “Master, even if you
can really refine that pill, I don’t want to take it anymore ……” Hearing these
words, Charlie couldn’t help but glance at Maria with his afterglow, And saw that
her expression was serious and a little bit despondent, So he couldn’t help but sigh
in his heart. He knew that Maria must have faced a lot of suffering that ordinary
people had not dreamt of in the past three hundred years, People said that those
who had lived for a long time had crossed more bridges than ordinary people had
traveled, But for Maria, the sufferings she had taken were feared to be more than
many people had ever heard of, or seen, before. So, he spoke out to comfort her, “If
there is no more Victoria, living should not be so hard.” Maria shook her head
repeatedly, “Then won’t live for another 500 years, I have lived enough.” Charlie
was slightly stunned and did not say anything else but in his heart, He thought that
he must refine the Eternal Youth pill before Maria turned five hundred years old,
And then after the pill is ready, the first thing he has to do is to give one to Maria.
Not only because this girl had lived too hard in the past four hundred years, but
also because she had saved his life. And in Charlie’s subconscious mind, there was
also a voice repeatedly reminding him that no matter what, He had to let Maria live
a normal life so that she would have a long enough remaining life to heal from the
past three hundred years of experience. Maria didn’t know what was in Charlie’s
mind, she only felt that the topic of the two of them was a bit heavy for a while,
She wanted to liven up the atmosphere, But when she thought that the atmosphere
was made like this by herself, she didn’t know what to do for a while. At this time,
Charlie was also thinking of changing the topic to soothe the atmosphere, And just
happened to glance at the roadside signboard, so he said to Maria, “10 Km to
Shuanglang.” Maria looked at the signage, and saw that it was written that there
were still ten kilometers away from Shuanglang, And immediately said with great
joy, “Finally, we’re almost there.” After saying that, she took out her cell phone
and checked the dynamics of Victoria’s plane, And said with a smile “Victoria just
took off from Melbourne,” “Her second leg of the trip hasn’t been altered, and her
destination is still Mandalay.” Charlie nodded and asked her, “What do you think is



the likelihood of her coming to Shuanglang?” Maria said “One hundred percent.”
Charlie asked, “Why are you so sure?” Maria smiled and explained “Victoria is
extremely conceited, with my understanding of her,” “My father repeatedly
rejected her good intentions in the first place,” “I think she has not been able to let
go of her feelings for so many years,” “Since she is traveling through Burma this
time, she will definitely come to Shuang Lang!”


